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I posted in the Fish N Chips thread about my CDC Trico Comparadun and said I’d post a picture later but then
figured it would be better if I showed a step by step pictorial of the pattern.
Please remember I’m not the best tier and yours may look much nicer than mine but mine have worked for me.
I’ll be showing my CDC female dun/spinner which uses two colors of thread. My male is tied exactly the same
just use all black thread. Please feel free to PM me with any questions but hopefully this post gives you what
you need if you wish to tie them.
Hook: Tiemco 100 size 24
Thread: 8/0 Olive abdomen and black thorax
Wing: 1 white CDC Puff
Tails: 2 white micro fibbets
Thorax: Fine black dubbing
I’ll type the steps in first and then show the pictures in sequence at the bottom.
Step 1: Tie in the olive thread
Step 2: Tie in CDC puff
Step 3: Secure puff back and front and begin to get in standing up
Step 4: Tie in and split tails
Step 5: Build up abdomen up to behind the wing. For the female I whip finish 2 turns behind the wing and cut
off
Step 6: Tie in black thread behind the wing then dub thorax tight to the front of the wing and then whip finish
Step 7: Cut wing to length, two pictures here, 1 side view and 1 front view
The last two pictures show completed male and female flies.
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